“Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who’s the fairest one of all?”

Draw the reflection of the person you would see in the mirror below.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
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by
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THE CAST

Princess Snow White..........................Rebecca Wright
Queen Brangomar..............................Lisa Skief
Sir Dandiprat Bombas..........................Dennis Christ
Prince Florimond of Calydon..................Peter Vance
Berthold the Huntsman........................Tom Schuessler
Old Pedlar Woman.............................Sharon Wickerham
The Witch Hex..................................Cheri Schuessler
Maids of Honor to Snow White
Rosalys........................................Michele Cremer
Amelotte........................................Cathy Knott
Emengarde.......................................Mary Beth Wiley
Guinivere.......................................Jennifer Nall
Christabel.......................................Kim Green
Astolaine.......................................Meegan McKeethen
Ursula...........................................Melody Atwood
Lynette..........................................Wonder Koch
The Seven Dwarfs
Blick...........................................Alicia Butler
Flick.............................................Joan VonderHaa
Glick............................................Courtney Alden
Whick..........................................Diana Schmitt
Plick............................................Sara Allen
Snick...........................................Joy Lehnhoff
Quee............................................Joyce Hefner
The Witches Cats
Long Tail.......................................Jessi Mathes
Stripe Tail......................................Martha Allen
Duke and Duchesses...........................Kevin Crider, Carmen Sansoucie
Pam Howard, Lisa Hancock

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY

I. The Throne Room in Queen Brangomar's Palace
II. In the Forest
III. The House of the Seven Dwarfs
IV. Where Witch Hex Lives
V. The House of the Seven Dwarfs
VI. The Throne Room

CREW

Director, Designer/Technical Director: Wesley Robertson
Stage Manager & Assistant to the Director: John Nahlik
Assistant Technical Director: Tom Schuessler
Costume Coordinator: Jane Sullivan
Costume Crew: Jane Sullivan, Joan VonderHaa, Nicola Robertson
Sound Technician: Phil Wentz
Lighting Technician: Chris Woods
Costumes by: Robert Schmidt Costumes, Inc.
Props: Tom Schuessler, Joe Wilson, Jane Sullivan, Dennis Christ
Construction Crew: Sharon Burns, Alicia Butler, Michele Cremer,
Michelle Gish, Dennis Christ, Chris Woods, Phil Wentz, Tom
Schuessler, John Nahlik, Cathy Knott, Jennifer Nall, Wes Robertson,
Nicola Robertson, Lisa Hancock, Sharon Wickerham, Courtney
Alden, Cheri Schuessler, Bob Becker, Wonder Koch
Shop Assistants: Linda Ogden, Mary Austin, and Cast
Choreographer: Judy Phelps
House Manager: Kelly Vance
Ushers: Pam Howard, Carmen Sansoucie, Lisa Hancock, Kevin Crider
Back Drop Painter: Michele Gish
Running Crew & Special Effects: Sharon Burns, Wes Robertson, John
Nahlik, Tom Schuessler
Graphics & Program: Joyce Lehnhoff, Donna Willhite
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